Interventions
We continue to use Accelerated Reader
which has produced great result. We
have more recently introduced Accelerated Maths. Pupils are enjoying the independence this gives them as they follow
their individual programme at their own
level.

We also run social intervention groups
alongside the normal curriculum, for some
of our students. The social interventions
currently taking place are Protective Behaviours and Friendship Group. The aim
of these groups are to provide students
with key life skills to help them now and in
the future. This term we have been looking at life lines, focusing on key events
and friendships groups created. Another
topic covered with year 9’s is how we stay
safe when we are left home alone. In the
future we will be exploring positive and
negative traits of being a friend, how to
stay safe, and the importance of having a
network for people who you can talk to.
These groups will continue to run for the
rest of this academic year.

Integration at Abbeyfield
In Art integration
this term we have
been making 3D
sweets. We started off by looking at
sweet wrappers
and noticing the way they were designed and
the colours that were used. This helped us to
design our own sweet wrappers.
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Next we made 3D sweet shapes using newspaper and covering them with gummed tape to
make them stronger. Once made the sweets
could be decorated in our own designs. We
look forward to seeing the finished products.
Will they look good enough to eat.

Enjoying some spring sunshine.
Whilst Year 11 have been working hard to
complete coursework, they have still found
the time to enjoy the breadth of educational
experience available. They complete football
skills training under the supervision of a
coach from Northampton Town F.C. (“Come
on Cobblers”). As you can see this is an enjoyable activity for all concerned.

Hope you all have a
safe and happy
Easter break.

Read all about it
Year 9 pupils have been studying
Shakespeare – Romeo and Juliet.
They can recite Shakespearean insults and have choreographed a fight
scene between the
Montague and
Capulet servants.

Year 10 pupils are
studying George
Orwell’s ‘Animal
Farm’ as one of
their GCSE English Controlled Assessment tasks.

Year 11 pupils
have been learning to identify the
purposes of
texts.

For example to instruct, to describe.

Religious Studies
On the 5th March 4LC visited St Peter’s Church in
Weston Favell as part of
their Religious Education
and RE studies. The stu
dents had the opportunity
to ask members of the lay clergy questions
about their religion and discussed in depth
Christian festivals and values. The highlight of
the visit was a tour of the Church where students learnt fascinating information about its history (a place of worship has
been on the site for over a
thousand years!) The trip was
a great success, all students
are to be congratulated for
their fantastic conduct and for
the enthusiasm they showed
towards learning.
Year 7 and 8 have been looking at the wonderful work the Salvation Army do,
and how it all began. We
were very lucky to receive a visit from some
members of the Salvation
Army, who kindly told us
about how the Salvation
help those in need, along
with stories from when
they have helped those in
other countries, following natural disasters. The
students wanted to know how we can help. We
have decided that we can help by donating any
books in good condition, working toys and unwanted gifts to the charity shop. If you are able
to help us, please send these into school. Thank
you in advance for your support.

Out and About
On Thursday 15th
January the
whole Satellite visited
the Natural
History Museum in Oxford. We were all impressed with the
exhibits and with the building itself. All
of the pupils took part in handling sessions, whilst the very bravest agreed to
hold live cockroaches – I think
that most of them
have made a full
recovery (the pupils, not the cockroaches!) Pupils
were also able to
view artefacts in
the adjoining Pitt
Rivers Museum.
The feedback was extremely positive,
and has changed a
few misconceptions
about museums one
would hope.

